


1. Sun Jan 29 – MOONLIGHT – 1 hr 50 min – R.  Winner of the Golden Globe Award for 
Best Film – Drama.  If expert Oscar predictors are correct, Moonlight will receive a ton of 
nominations.  This is the tender, heartbreaking story of a young man's struggle to find himself, 
told across three defining chapters in his life as he experiences the ecstasy, pain, and beauty of 
falling in love, while grappling with his own sexuality. “Highest Rating! Every year, we get 
only a few of these, movies that come out of nowhere, that are different, unexpected and 
wonderfully right. "Moonlight" is that kind of movie, one of the gems of 2016.” –Mick LaSalle, 
San Francisco Chronicle.  
 
2. Sun Feb 5 - THE EAGLE HUNTRESS – 1 hr 27 min – G.  THE EAGLE HUNTRESS 
follows Aisholpan, a 13-year-old girl, as she trains to become the first female in twelve 
generations of her Kazakh family to become an eagle hunter. Set against the breath-taking 
expanse of the Mongolian steppe, THE EAGLE HUNTRESS features some of the most awe-
inspiring cinematography ever captured in a documentary. While there are many old Kazakh 
eagle hunters who reject the idea of any female taking part in their ancient tradition, Aisholpan's 
father believes that a girl can do anything a boy can, as long as she's determined. As every eagle 
can only have one master, the time has come for Aisholpan to capture an eagle of her own. 
After months of training her eagle with her father, Aisholpan enters a renowned competition, 
and faces off against 70 of the greatest Kazakh eagle hunters in Mongolia. The most arduous 
challenge is yet to come, as Aisholpan must ride with her father deep into the frigid mountains 
and endure 40 below zero temperatures and perilous landscapes to prove she is a true eagle 
huntress. While she practices an ancient art, Aisholpan's story is a modern and inspiring one 
because she represents a world where a young girl's dreams-no matter how challenging-can 
come true.  “There’s a spirit that soars in this nature doc. You’ll be hooked.” –Peter Travers, 
Rolling Stone.   
 
3. Sun Feb 12 – THE 2017 OSCAR NOMINEES FOR BEST LIVE ACTION SHORT – 
Running Time expected to be 2 hours.  Once again, we’ll be showing three programs which 
include this year’s Oscar nominated shorts.  The live action shorts show this weekend, the 
animated shorts next weekend and the short documentaries show the following weekend. Here’s 
your only chance to view all the nominees before Oscar night.  As we go to press, the 
nominations have not yet been announced.  As soon as the programs are put together, probably 
by Jan. 25, you’ll find detailed descriptions at our website www.sierracinemas.com/nevada.  A 
perennial hit with audiences around the country (and now the world), don’t miss this year’s 
selection of shorts.  
 
4. Sun Feb 19 – THE 2017 OSCAR NOMINEES FOR BEST ANIMATED SHORT – 
Running Time expected to be 1 hour 30 minutes.  As soon as the programs are put together, 
probably by Jan. 25, you’ll find detailed descriptions at our website 
www.sierracinemas.com/nevada. 
 
 
 
 



5. Sun Feb 26 – THE 2017 OSCAR NOMINEES FOR BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY – 
Running Time expected to be 2 hours 30 minutes.  As soon as the programs are put together, 
probably by Jan. 25, you’ll find detailed descriptions at our website 
www.sierracinemas.com/nevada. 
 
6. Sun Mar 5 – JULIETA – 1 hr 36 min – in Spanish with English subtitles – R.  Spain’s entry 
for the Best Foreign Language Film Oscar.  After a chance meeting, middle-aged Julieta (Emma 
Suarez) learns that her long-lost daughter has resurfaced in Madrid. This begins a complex 
reflection by Julieta into her checkered past, flashing back 30 years to the moments that defined 
her current life. This drama, based on the stories Chance, Soon and Silence by Alice Munro, is 
written and directed by legendary Spanish master Pedro Almodóvar.  Here are extended 
excerpts from San Francisco Chronicle’s Mick La Salle’s ‘Highest Rating’ review: “’Julieta’ 
stands with the best films of its director, Pedro Almodóvar, but it’s a different kind of 
Almodóvar film. It’s a film of moment-by-moment virtuosity, and yet it’s without any of the 
director’s signature flashiness. Here he does a lot with a little, while he usually does a lot with a 
lot. … It’s a rare film that can burrow deep into your spirit and make you feel, “OK, yes, this is 
life.” ‘Julieta’ touches the essential.”  
 
7. Sun Mar 12 – TONI ERDMANN – 2 hrs 42 min – In German with English subtitles – R.  
Germany’s entry for the Best Foreign Language Film Oscar. Winfried doesn't see much of his 
working daughter Ines, a 30-ish corporate-management exec. The suddenly student-less music 
teacher decides to surprise her with a visit after the death of his old dog. It's an awkward move 
because serious career woman Ines is working on an important project as a corporate strategist 
in Bucharest. Practical joker Winfried loves to annoy his daughter with corny pranks. Father 
and daughter reach an impasse, and Winfried agrees to return home to Germany. Enter flashy 
"Toni Erdmann": Winfried's smooth-talking alter ego. Disguised in a tacky suit, weird wig and 
even weirder fake teeth, Toni barges into Ines' professional life, claiming to be her CEO's life 
coach. As Toni, Winfried is bolder and doesn't hold back, but Ines meets the challenge. The 
harder they push, the closer they become. In all the madness, Ines begins to understand that her 
eccentric father might deserve some place in her life after all.  “If you’re looking for the best 
and most beguiling foreign-language film of the year, you’ll find it in Maren Ade’s German 
father-daughter story that will leave you laughing and choking back tears, often 
simultaneously.” –Peter Travers, Rolling Stone.  
 
8. Sun Mar 19 – THE RED TURTLE – 1 hr 20 min – PG.  Japanese animation powerhouse 
Studio Ghibli explores a new creative direction after the retirement of its founder Hayao 
Miyazaki with this realistically drawn feature created in partnership with Dutch animator 
Michaël Dudok de Wit. This tale of a shipwrecked man who establishes a family and a new life 
on an island inhabited only by majestic animal life is told without dialogue.  “Critic’s Choice. A 
prize-winner at Cannes, this immersive, meditative, stunningly beautiful animated feature is 
concerned with the rhythms of the natural world and the mysteries and wonders of ordinary life. 
‘The Red Turtle’ intends to enlarge our spirit as well as dazzle us, and in this it succeeds.” —
 Kenneth Turan, L.A. Times. 


